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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The present document deals with the specificity of the instrumentation related to wave energy converters.

The introduction section summarizes the different development phases of wave energy converters and introduces Froude scaling law which emphasizes the requirement for instrumentation at different scaling factors of wave energy converters.

An overview of the different instruments related to wave climate, forces, flow, pressures, motions, torque and current velocity is presented with commonly used instruments to measure those physical quantities.

The principal outcome of this report is a list of the different instrumentation for modelling the power take-off system and for measuring the power harvested from the waves by the wave energy converters for scaled models, which is the biggest challenge when modelling this type of devices.

The report lists best practice as used in several MaRINET partners laboratory facilities.
## NOMENCLATURE

### SYMBOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td>[m/s$^2$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_C$</td>
<td>Coriolis force</td>
<td>[N]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_S$</td>
<td>Force of friction</td>
<td>[N]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(t)$</td>
<td>Instantaneous force</td>
<td>[N]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Fr$</td>
<td>Froude number</td>
<td>[-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>Gravitational acceleration</td>
<td>[m/s$^2$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta h$</td>
<td>Difference in height</td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>Spring stiffness</td>
<td>[N/m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>Characteristic length</td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_f$</td>
<td>Full scale characteristic length</td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_m$</td>
<td>Model characteristic length</td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>[kg]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>Moment</td>
<td>[Nm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>Scaling ratio</td>
<td>[-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta p$</td>
<td>Pressure difference</td>
<td>[kg/ms$^2$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P(t)$</td>
<td>Instantaneous power</td>
<td>[W]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{P}$</td>
<td>Time average power</td>
<td>[W]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_n$</td>
<td>Hydraulic power of reservoir $n$</td>
<td>[W]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_T$</td>
<td>Total hydraulic power</td>
<td>[W]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_n$</td>
<td>Overtopping rate of reservoir $n$</td>
<td>[m$^3$/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>Fluid density</td>
<td>[kg/m$^3$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>Radius</td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Rc_n$</td>
<td>Crest freeboard of reservoir $n$</td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>[s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>Period of time</td>
<td>[s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$</td>
<td>Stream velocity</td>
<td>[m/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_f$</td>
<td>Full scale stream velocity</td>
<td>[m/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_m$</td>
<td>Model stream velocity</td>
<td>[m/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
<td>Angular rate</td>
<td>[s$^{-1}$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_p$</td>
<td>Initial resonance frequency</td>
<td>[s$^{-1}$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_S$</td>
<td>Resonance frequency of the sensing mode</td>
<td>[s$^{-1}$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega(t)$</td>
<td>Instantaneous velocity</td>
<td>[s$^{-1}$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x(t)$</td>
<td>Instantaneous velocity</td>
<td>[m/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_S$</td>
<td>Sensing vibration amplitude</td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_p$</td>
<td>Initial vibration amplitude</td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADV</td>
<td>Acoustic Doppler velocimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoF</td>
<td>Degree-of-freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaRINET</td>
<td>Marine Renewables Infrastructure Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMS</td>
<td>Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTO</td>
<td>Power take-off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSG</td>
<td>Seawave Cone-Slot Generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEC</td>
<td>Wave energy converter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 DEVELOPMENT PHASES OF WAVE ENERGY CONVERTERS

Wave energy converters (WEC) are still at an early stage of development. This is illustrated by the limited amount of devices currently tested in real sea conditions and the many different types of working principle behind these devices.

For technical and financial reasons, WECs cannot be tested directly in full scale. The optimized pathway for developing such a device includes 4 different phases. The different phases are described in Table 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1</th>
<th>Phase 2</th>
<th>Phase 3</th>
<th>Phase 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
<td>1:20 – 1:100</td>
<td>1:10 – 1:50</td>
<td>1:3 – 1:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Lab</td>
<td>Lab</td>
<td>Nursery test site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>- Idealized setup - Load-adaptable power take-off - Standard mooring</td>
<td>- Final design - Mooring layout - Simulated power take-off</td>
<td>- Full fabrication - True power take-off and electrical generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waves</td>
<td>Wave States</td>
<td>Wave States</td>
<td>Pilot site waves</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1-1: The 4 development phases for wave energy converters [1],[2],[3]

Phase 1 intends in verifying and proving the working principle of the device. The validation model is not always identical to the full scale model but includes the basic working principle and at this phase the scale is usually between 1:20 to 1:100. Monochromatic waves are first used to get the general hydrodynamic behaviour of the model. Power estimation is then achieved for different wave states in irregular waves. A general characterisation of the model can be done at this stage. This usually leads to some modifications of the model and their influence on the performance is evaluated. This general characterisation gives key information in the future optimisation and development of the design.

Phase 2 is often referred to as the design and feasibility study. The model is usually between 1:10 and 1:50 in scaling ratio and is an improved version of the phase 1 based on the optimisation results obtained during the proof of concept tests. The tests performed during this phase are similar to the one in phase 1, but more accurate as the outcome of this phase should lead to the final design.

In Phase 3 of the development the tests are done on a functional model. The scaling ratios at this stage are typically between 1:3 and 1:10 and the tests are usually performed in a nursery test site having non-controllable real sea conditions. The physical model is similar to the one of Phase 2 and the power conversion system should be the same as the one used in the full scale model. At this stage it is recommended to take advantage of a grid connection and use power electronics in order to develop the control strategy and monitor the quality of the electricity supply. By the end of this phase, information on the overall cost of the full scale model, the control of the system and the electrical performance of the device should be available.
Phase 4 is the last phase before commercialising the device. It includes the deployment of a fully operational device in open seas. To reduce cost, a section of the complete device is usually built and installed. The aim of this phase is to demonstrate that the device is operational and that it can supply electricity on a long term basis.

### 1.2 Scaling Law

For marine renewable devices, the inertial forces are predominant. Froude's law is used to scale the different parameters from the full scale to a given scaling ratio or vice-versa in order to insure hydrodynamic similitude. The Froude number \( Fr \) is a dimensionless number that measures the relative importance between the inertial forces and the gravitational forces and is expressed as:

\[
Fr = \frac{v}{\sqrt{gL}}
\]

where \( v \) is the stream velocity, \( g \) the gravitational acceleration and \( L \) the characteristic length. The Froude number should be constant whatever the scaling ratio. The scaling ratio (\( \lambda \)), requiring geometrical similarity is obtained from:

\[
\lambda_f = \frac{L_f}{L_m} = \frac{v_f}{\sqrt{\lambda}} = \frac{v_m}{\sqrt{\lambda}} \frac{L_f}{L_m}
\]

where the subscript \( f \) and \( m \) stand for full scale and model respectively.

Table 1-2 presents how to transfer the different parameters measured from a 1:20 scaled model to the full scale device.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Scaling effect</th>
<th>Example for a 1:20 model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>( \lambda^2 )</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>( \lambda^3 )</td>
<td>8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>( \lambda^{0.5} )</td>
<td>( \sqrt{20} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>( \lambda^{0.5} )</td>
<td>( \sqrt{20} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force</td>
<td>( \lambda^3 )</td>
<td>8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>( \lambda^{3.5} )</td>
<td>35777</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1-2**: Scaling parameters relative to the full scale values.

For example, if a full scale device as a power production rated at 1 MW, the 1:20 model power rating will be of the order of 28 W. If one measures a maximum load of 70 kg on a model in scale 1:20 during laboratory tests, this load will be equal to 570 tonnes in full scale.

### 1.3 Conclusion

In order for a device to evolve through the different phases of the development introduced earlier, the energy production has to be evaluated carefully at each phase. This is very demanding on the instrumentation level since it is important to be able to relate the results obtained from one phase to the next, where the parameters values vary significantly.
2 INSTRUMENTATION

2.1 MEASURING TECHNIQUES – AN OVERVIEW

When testing a WEC, two main points are of interest: defining the power production of the device and measuring the behaviour of the device subjected to extreme loads. In order to assess the performances of a device, several parameters have to be measured:

- Wave climate
- Forces (strain, stress)
- Flow
- Pressures
- Motions (displacements, velocities, accelerations)
- Torque
- Current velocity
- Dimensions

Table 2.2 lists examples of instruments used to measure the different quantities mentioned above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of instruments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wave climate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2 Examples of instruments to measure wave climate, forces, flow, pressure, motions, torque and current velocity.

2.1.1 Relevant parameters

2.1.1.1 Wave climate

In order to assess the efficiency of a WEC it is necessary to know the incoming energy flux in the waves where the device is placed. Whatever the scaling ratio, the wave climate has to be known. An extensive database of wave measurement devices has been compiled within the MaRINET consortium. The reader is referred to the deliverable D2.1 [12] for instrumentation related to wave measurements.

2.1.1.2 Forces

Forces are widely measured when testing WEC at all scales. Mooring forces, fatigue study on structures, force-displacement curves are examples of important parameters for which forces have to be measured. Force transducers are commonly used for those purposes. Figure xx shows a strain gauge S-beam load cell commonly used at the deep water wave basin at the department of civil engineering, Aalborg University.
Strain gauge load cells are certainly the most commonly used type of force transducers. That type of cells consists of an element for which its deformation is proportional to the force applied on it. Materials like for example tool steel, piezoelectric crystals, silicon, stainless steel, aluminium or beryllium copper can be used. The shape the element depends on the range of forces to be measured, dimensional limits, performances and cost of production. Figure 2-1 shows an S-beam load cell where the elastic element uses the metal foil technology. The working range of strain gauge load cells can vary from 5 N to more than 50 MN. When working with force transducers, it is important to have an idea of the forces to be measured in order to choose the appropriate load cell for the particular application.

2.1.1.3 Flow

For WEC involving a flow of air or water feeding a turbine, measuring the flow is essential. Pitot static tube can be used to measure the flow of air or water. A concentric Pitot tube is placed in the flow as shown in Figure 2-2. The inner tube measure the stagnation pressure with an opening perpendicular to the flow while the outer tube measures the static pressure with an opening parallel to the flow. By taking the reference plane at the height of the Pitot tube measurement, a pressure difference (Δp) at the other end of the concentric tube can be rearranged to give the velocity of the flow:

\[ v = \sqrt{\frac{2\Delta p}{\rho}} \]

where \( \rho \) is the fluid density. As can be seen from Figure 2-2 a Pitot-static tube measures a difference of pressure at a local point. The result is the local flow velocity and not its average.

Figure 2-2: Illustration of the working principle of a Pitot-static tube (taken from [15]).

Figure 2-3 shows a turbine flowmeter used to measure flow and flow velocity. The working principle is very simple. The screw head turns with a speed proportional to the flow velocity. The flow velocity is then calculated from the number of rotation the propeller does for a given time, taking into account the calibration equation. These turbine flowmeters are precise and reliable and have been used for decades.
Another way of measuring average flow velocity is to utilize ultrasonic flowmeter sensors. This type of instrument takes advantage of the Doppler effect. The frequency of the ultrasonic waves passing through the flow of water is shifted depending on the flow velocity of water.

2.1.1.4 Pressure

It is sometimes needed to know the air pressure or the water pressure in a WEC. Pressure sensors can be used for that. The technology behind those sensors can vary drastically and there exist many different technologies and companies producing pressure sensors. For general purpose pressure measurement, piezoresistive strain gauges are commonly used. The piezoresistive effect corresponds to the change in resistivity of a semiconductor material or a metal when subjected to a strain and deformation. An example of a microfabricated pressure sensor is shown in Figure 2-4. A piezoresistor is placed in the region of maximum tensile stress when the thin diaphragm is deformed by an external pressure. Knowing the response in resistivity of the piezoresistor, the external pressure can be obtained.

Figure 2-4: Side view of a piezoresistive pressure sensor (taken from [16]).

Figure 2-5 shows an example a piezoresistive pressure sensor.

Figure 2-5: GE Unik 5000 piezoresistive pressure sensor.
2.1.1.5 Motions

Recording the motion of a body subjected to waves is extremely relevant when dealing with all types of WEC. For qualitative measurement, a camera can be sufficient, but more advanced instruments are found when quantitative measurements are needed.

Accelerometers are one example. They measure linear acceleration along with tilt angle. Figure 2-6 illustrates the working principle of an accelerometer. It consists of spring damper mass system fixed to the body of interested. Acceleration of the body of interest will causes a force to act on the proof mass which will be displaced by a distance \( x \). By applying Newton’s second law, the acceleration \( (a) \) of the body of interest can be obtained:

\[
a = \frac{k}{m} x
\]

where \( m \) is the mass attached to the spring and \( k \) is the spring stiffness. The damping is required in order to avoid the spring mass system to oscillate at its natural frequency for any input signal.

\[\text{Figure 2-6: Working principle of an accelerometer [17].}\]

Gyroscopic sensor can be used to measure the angular motion of a body in multiple dimensions relative to an inertial frame of reference. They can record the angular velocity with respect to 1, 2, or 3 axes. Unlike accelerometers, gyroscopes can measure in which direction a body as moved and are not affected by external fields. Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (MEMS) gyroscopes have replaced the conventional rotating ones. Most of the gyroscopic motion detection sensors are vibratory gyroscopes, also called Coriolis vibratory gyroscopes. Figure 2-7 shows an example of a vibratory gyroscope. The device is initially oscillating at its resonance frequency \( \omega_P \) along the \( z \) axis with a amplitude \( Z_P \). When subjected to an angular rate \( \Omega \), the sensor is forced to oscillated along the direction of the Coriolis force \( F_C \). The sensing vibration amplitude is given by:

\[
X_S = \frac{F_C}{m(\omega_S^2 - \omega_P^2)}
\]

where \( m \) is the mass of the resonator and \( \omega_S \) is the resonance frequency of the sensing mode. Knowing that \( \omega_S \approx \omega_P \) and that \( F_C = -2m\Omega\omega_PZ_P \), the sensing vibration amplitude, which is the measurable quantity, can be linked to the angular rate:

\[
X_S = \frac{\Omega}{\omega_S - \omega_P}Z_P
\]
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Figure 2-7: Working principle of a vibratory gyroscope sensor: (a) initial out-of-plane vibration mode of the sensor and (b) orthogonal vibration mode excited by the Coriolis force (taken from [19])

A 3-axis gyroscopic sensor can be combined with a 3-axis accelerometer to provide a full 6 degree-of-freedom (DoF) motion tracking sensor. An example of a 6 DoF motion sensor is shown in Figure 2-8.

Figure 2-8: MTI 10-series 6 DoF motion sensor from Xsens.

Video tracking can be used to follow the motion of a WEC. Cameras are used to locate one or more markers on the WEC over time. By knowing the position of the marker on each frame, its motion can be decomposed into the different translational and rotational modes. Qualisys Motion Capture Systems and OptiTrack Tracking Tools are examples of that type of system.

### 2.1.1.6 Torque

Torque can be measured using a dynamometer. A dynamometer is basically an absorption unit coupled to the rotating axle of the WEC. It applies a resistance to the rotation of the axle. By measuring the force exerted on the dynamometer housing with for example a strain gauge and knowing the torque arm i.e. the distance between the strain gauge and the centre of the axle, the torque can be calculated.

A torque sensor can be used to measure torque. An example is shown in Figure 2-9. It consists of a high quality material shaft carrying strain gauges. The torsion of the shaft by a given torque applied is measured by the strain gauges. The torque can then be deducted from calibration.
2.1.1.7 Current velocity

Acoustic Doppler velocimeters (ADVs) are widely used to measure current velocity. Their working principle is based on the Doppler effect. An illustration of the measuring probe of an ADV is shown in Figure 2-10. The acoustic transmitter sends a beam of acoustic waves at a given frequency. These waves are scattered by moving particulate matter in the water in the remote sampling volume below the acoustic transmitter and the acoustic receivers, fixed at a specific position with respect to the acoustic transmitter and the sampling volume, record the shift in frequency of the scattered acoustic waves. The geometry of the measuring probe and the shift in frequency measured by the acoustic receivers are used to calculate the orientation and amplitude of the current velocity.

Ultrasonic flowmeter can in principle also be used to measure current velocity (see section 2.1.1.3).

2.1.2 Conclusion

Most of the instruments mentioned above have been used for decades in many different fields and information concerning their working principle, limitations and capacity can be found in the literature. The biggest challenge concerning the instrumentation of WEC is related to modelling the power conversion system of those devices. The question is: how can one use the well documented instrumentation to get a measure of the power harvested from the waves for modelled devices?
3 MODELING THE POWER TAKE-OFF SYSTEM

3.1 FOR WAVE ENERGY CONVERTERS

The main mechanism to convert the energy in the waves to useable energy (mechanical or/and electrical) is often referred to as power conversion systems or power take-off (PTO). The diversity of wave energy converters results in many different systems to convert the energy harvested from the waves. Figure 3-1 illustrated some of the energy conversion pathways for WEC.

![Image of energy conversion pathways](image)

Figure 3-1: Different PTO systems for wave energy converter and the energy conversion stages (from [4])

The biggest challenge of the instrumentation regarding testing of wave energy converters is certainly related to modelling the PTO systems as these normally do not follow the Froude scaling laws, i.e. the final full scale PTO system cannot be directly modelled. In addition, the load from the PTO system should also be controllable. Many different options have been found to model a PTO system according to the principle of the wave energy converter and they are explained in the following sections.

3.1.1 Friction based

A simple way of modelling a PTO system is the friction based technique. The technique is illustrated in Figure 3-2 for the case of a rotating shaft. The PTO is simulated by the friction of a pre-tensioned cable around a metallic wheel connected to the shaft of the WEC. In this particular case, the instrumentation consists of two force transducers and a potentiometer (as illustrated in Figure 3-2(a)). The moment on the shaft \( M(t) \) is given by the force transducers and the radius of the metallic wheel:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{M}(t) &= F_s \times r \\
M(t) &= (|F_1| + |F_2|)r
\end{align*}
\]

while the instantaneous velocity \( \omega(t) \) is obtained from the potentiometer. The instantaneous power \( P(t) \) can then be derived:

\[
P(t) = M(t)\omega(t).
\]
Figure 3-2: Illustration of the friction based technique to model a PTO system: (a) illustration of a friction based technique applied to a WEC with a rotating axle, (b) time series of the reading from two force transducers and a potentiometer and (c) picture of a friction based technique applied to a WEPTOS rotor (taken from [8]).

This technique has the advantages that the loading on the PTO system can easily be changed and there is no limitation on the test duration. On the other hand high friction can lead to heating of the pre-tensioned cable, which can eventually change the load characteristics.

Another configuration of a friction based PTO system consists of friction disks and pads just like on a bicycle. Such systems are used at Queen’s University, Belfast for modelling the PTO of oscillating water columns.

### 3.1.2 Weight lifting by rotating axle

A simple way of modelling a PTO system is by weight lifting of the main body. An example is illustrated in Figure 3-3. In this case it consists of a wire attached to the main body of a WEC, going through a pulley and attached at the other end to a variable mass. By absorbing power from the wave, the main body of the WEC will turn and lift the weight attached at the other end of the wire, as illustrated in Figure 3-3. By measuring the time needed to lift the weight from water level up to the pulley, one can estimate the power production with the following relation:

\[
P = \frac{mg\Delta h}{t}
\]
where $m$ is the mass attached to the end of the wire, $g$ is the gravitational acceleration, $\Delta h$ is the distance between the water level and the pulley and $t$ is the measured time for the mass to travel from the water level to the pulley. It is possible to change the load of the PTO by varying the mass $m$.

\[ \text{Load} = mg(\Delta h/t) \]

This technique is easy to implement on a rotating axle and simple. It is mostly suited for regular waves testing as the duration of the test is limited and height dependant.

### 3.1.3 Eddy current brakes

Eddy current brakes provide a versatile way of simulating the PTO in the model testing of WECs at small scale. Eddy current brakes are a well known application of induced magnetic fields. These are based on the principle that a conductive material moving perpendicularly to a magnetic field generates a braking force proportional to its velocity.

Eddy current brakes to model scale WEC have been used at the University of Edinburgh, in model scale study of the Sloped IPS Buoy heaving/surging device (see Figure 3-4(a)). Figure 3-4(b) shows a section through the dynamometer tube. The excitation coils create a magnetic field which circulates through the mild steel stator and a concentric ‘return ring’. In the gap between those two parts, the field is orientated radially. The eddy-tube slides axially through this 1.5mm wide gap. This motion, perpendicular to the magnetic field, induces a circumferential voltage in the tube, which in turns drives a current. This current, in combination with the radial magnetic field, generates a force which tends to oppose the motion of the eddy tube. For a constant magnetic field, this force is proportional to the axial velocity of the eddy tube. The bases for the design of the Sloped IPS Buoy PTO simulator are presented in [25] and results for the device performance at constant damping are reported in [26].

![Figure 3-3: (a) Illustration of the weight lifting technique to model a PTO system and (b) picture of Bartholin scale model using the weight lifting technique to model the PTO system (taken from [11]).](image)

Figure 3-3: (a) Illustration of the weight lifting technique to model a PTO system and (b) picture of Bartholin scale model using the weight lifting technique to model the PTO system (taken from [11]).

This technique is easy to implement on a rotating axle and simple. It is mostly suited for regular waves testing as the duration of the test is limited and height dependant.

![Figure 3-4: (a) Underwater view of the Sloped IPS Buoy heaving/surging model in Edinburgh Curved Tank and (b) section view of the dynamometer used to model the PTO.](image)

Figure 3-4: (a) Underwater view of the Sloped IPS Buoy heaving/surging model in Edinburgh Curved Tank and (b) section view of the dynamometer used to model the PTO.
An eddy current has also been designed for the 1:16 scale model testing of the WaveRoller wave energy converter (see [27]). The model is presented in Figure 3-5: the low speed rotating eddy current brake was designed with the electromagnets being located inside a watertight box. The six pairs of electromagnets create a magnetic field perpendicular to the aluminum disc, which causes the disc to be braked proportionally to its angular velocity, thus representing the WaveRoller PTO.

![Eddy current brake model](image)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-5: (a) Schematic representation of the eddy current brakes PTO system (from [28]) and (b) eddy current brakes PTO system of the Waveroller.

### 3.1.4 Pressure difference

For wave energy devices dealing with air flow, like for example oscillation water column, a simple way to model the PTO system is to measure the pressure difference across the turbine hole ($\Delta p$) and the velocity of the flow ($v(t)$). The instantaneous power is then:

$$P(t) = \Delta p(t) v(t)$$

The power harvested is then the time average of $P(t)$:

$$\bar{P} = \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T P(t) dt$$

A simple way of varying the load for that specific PTO system is to change the size of the turbine hole through which the air flows.

This technique was applied to the case of the LEANCON (see ref. [6]). The working principle of this device is illustrated in Figure 3-6 together with a picture of the scale model tested.
For this particular device, the power absorbed by the device was measured through continuous time series of the pressure in the intake pipe corresponding to the pressure in the top left compartment in Figure 3-6(a), the pressure in the exhaust pipe corresponding to the pressure in the top right compartment in Figure 3-6(a), and the flow velocity measured in the exhaust pipe.

In order to simulate the air turbine in an OWC, throttling processes were used successfully and reported in [20] (see also [21]). The author described two strategies to simulate the turbine, depending on linear or quadratic characteristics of the turbine. A porous membrane was used in order to attempt the simulation of a linear relation between the volume flow rate and the pressure drop. The membrane (or in some cases carpet) has to have enough area so that the velocity is sufficiently low for the flow across it to be laminar. The calibration of this porous membrane and the experimental installation used to perform it are described in detail in [22]. The same carpet material for attempting to obtain a linear pressure drop was used in the 1:33 scale model of the modified Edinburgh duck (see [23] and [24]). An orifice plate was used in [20] to simulate a non-linear relation between the volume flow rate and the pressure drop. The characteristics of the carpet and orifice plate were calibrated in a wind tunnel, which allowed to compute the energy dissipation based on the free surface displacement (neglecting the air compressibility).

### 3.1.5 Overtopping flow

For overtopping devices, the key parameter to measure is the overtopping rate ($q$), i.e. the amount of water reaching the reservoir as a function of time. The method to obtain the overtopping rate for the prototype of a device is illustrated for the case of a Seawave Cone-Slot Generator (SSG) depicted in Figure 3-7. Each of the three reservoirs was connected to a reservoir tank. Each tank was equipped with a level gauge and a pump. The level gauges and the
pumps were connected to a computer programmed to empty the reservoir tanks and thereby record the amount of overtopping water in the individual reservoirs. The hydraulic power of reservoir \( n \) is found as:

\[
P_n = g q_n R_{Cn}
\]

where \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration, \( q_n \) is the overtopping rate of reservoir \( n \) and \( R_{Cn} \) is the crest freeboard of reservoir \( n \). The total hydraulic power is then:

\[
P_T = \sum_n P_n.
\]

\[\text{Figure 3-7: SSG overtopping device setup (from [7]).}\]

### 3.1.6 Passive linear actuator

The passive linear actuator consists of a piston combined with a displacement monitoring system. This method is illustrated for the particular case of a device consisting of two rigid pontoons connected with a rigid hinge in Figure 3-8. The relative motion between the two pontoons is translated to a horizontal movement of the PTO system. A force transducer is placed next to the piston in order to record the forces exerted on the PTO system. The displacement of the piston can be recorded in different ways. In the example illustrated in Figure 3-9 a magnetic displacement sensor was used. The power harvested from the waves can be derived from the force \( (F(t)) \) measured by the force transducer and the instantaneous velocity obtained from the displacement measurements \( (x(t)) \) as a function of time:

\[
P(t) = F(t)x(t) = F(t) \frac{dx(t)}{dt}
\]

The average power is then the integral mean value of the instantaneous power \( (P(t)) \).

\[\text{Figure 3-8: Illustration of a passive linear actuator used to model a PTO system.}\]
Figure 3-9: Example of the passive linear actuator used to model the PTO system of the DEXA wave energy converter (taken from [5]).

The load on this PTO system can be adjusted by changing the rigidity of the PTO. In the example shown in Figure 3-9, the rigidity is adjusted by changing the distance between the PTO system and the axis of the device.

The principle of passive actuator can also be applied to rotating systems. In that case rotary dampers can be used.

3.1.7 Advanced PTO systems

Other more advanced PTO systems are found where the load can be controlled in time. Figure 3-10 shows a linear electrical motor mounted on one floater 1:20 scale model of the Wavestar. The linear motor consists of two parts: a fixed tube and a moveable piston. An internal position encoder is also included in order to have a control on the position of the piston. This PTO system is also referred to as the active linear actuator. The linear motor or actuator is linked to a controller which can adjust the actuator to a specific target position or the force on the external force sensor (in this case a load cell as indicated in Figure 3-10).

Figure 3-10: Wavestar 1:20 scale model using a linear electrical motor (LinMot Series P01-37x240) to model the PTO system (taken from [9]).
The same principle can also be applied for controllable torque and rotational speed as shown in Figure 3-11.

Controllable load PTO model based on Eddy current brakes has also been used. Figure 3-12 shows a model of such an actuator used for an oscillating water column WEC.

The advantage of these advanced methods is the full control over the force/position or torque/rotational speed. However, these methods are complex and costly and thus used for devices having reached Phase 2 or 3 of their development.

3.1.8 Summary

This chapter presented the biggest challenge of the instrumentation related to modelling of WECs. Different methods for measuring the power production of scaled models were described showing a big diversity of systems with different levels of complexity. Table 3-1 summarizes the availability of the different PTO systems in different wave facilities within the MaRINET consortium.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of PTO system</th>
<th>AAU</th>
<th>ECN</th>
<th>UNEXE</th>
<th>EMEC</th>
<th>EVE</th>
<th>UEDIN</th>
<th>SEAI</th>
<th>WavEC</th>
<th>UoP*</th>
<th>IPT</th>
<th>HMRC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friction based</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight lifting</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure difference</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overtopping flow</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive linear actuator</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eddy Current Brakes</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced PTO system</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-1: Summary of the different PTO systems available in different wave facilities within the MaRINET consortium. Y: confirmed by the facility, N: denied by the facility, y: assumed to be available, n: assumed not to be available.

*At Plymouth University, the PTO model is considered the client’s responsibility.
4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The instrumentation related to wave energy converters is related to wave climate, forces, flow, pressure, motions, torque and current velocity. Some examples of instruments related to these quantities were described in chapter 2 briefly as most of them are common knowledge in hydraulic labs testing all type of sea structures. The specificity and challenge of WECs instrumentation concerns the measurement of the output power for scaled models. Because of scaling issues, the power take-off system is different than the full scale real PTO system. Different methods for modelling the PTO systems were identified and explained in chapter 3 and a table identifying the different PTO systems available in different facilities of the MaRINET consortium was presented at the end of the chapter. Despite the many years of experience in testing wave energy converters, there is still a need for development and standardisation of the instrumentation related to PTO modelling in laboratory facilities.

When dealing with modelling of a power take-off system in a hydraulic laboratory, it is of course important to model the characteristic behaviour (force) of the system. Because of scaling issues, this will, most of the time, lead to a model system different than the intended full scale power take-off system. It can sometimes be an exercise in itself to make the inventor, the user or the company testing a small scale device understand that the power take-off will most likely be different depending on the scaling ratio of the model tested and that the real PTO system should first be tested when reaching a larger scale.
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